
U5 U6 U7 U10 Touch U12 Touch U14 Touch U18 Touch

Duration
Games and finals will 

be 15 mins with no 
half time

Playing Area
Ball Size

Kick Off/
Restart after Score

Touch

Forward Pass/Knock On
Kicking in general play

Scrum
Coach on pitch

Start Time

Referees for U5 to U8

Kick Off

Substitutions

Scoring

Point System
Event of a Tie in the Finals/Game 

Shortened (ie bad weather)
Injury Time

Forfeit of Games

Lightning

Heavy Rain

Age Group Dispensation

Abandonment of an age group 
competition

Coaching 

No age group dispensation* unless in exceptional circumstances - where the safety of that player would be compromised by playing in their 
formal age group. Tournament Director to sign-off before the tournament and before commencement of play.   Previous dispensations are not 
deemed relevant. 
*Note: Girls playing contact rugby will be allowed automatic dispensation to play down one age group. To encourage and allow girls already 
playing mixed contact to join the girls contact team (Singapore Valkyries) we are permitting girls to register for both a mixed team and the 
Valkyries

Tap n Go; Scoring team kicks off

4

These may vary from the published schedule (i.e. due to rain delays) and teams should take note that start times will always be determined by 
the playing order. If a team is not on the pitch and ready to kick off immediately following completion of the previous game (once the pitch is 
cleared) they will forfeit the game.

Kick off will be by the team listed first. The team listed second will choose the end. Kick off remains sequential if games run behind schedule.

Games will only recommence after a minimum of 20 minutes following heavy rain or when there is no ponding on the field. Decisions are at 
the sole discretion of the Organising Committee whose decision will be final. The Organising Committee reserves the right to alter the format 
of the Tournament or shorten the game durations in the event of unusual weather or any other unexpected circumstances.

Play will stop when there is less than 30 seconds between lightning/thunder or at direction of the Tournament Director. Games will 
recommence only after 20 minutes of no further lightning.

For age groups with 2 pools, the winners of each pool will move forward to the Cup final, the runners up of each pool will move forward to the 
Plate final, and so on. For age groups with 3 pools, a scoring system will be used to determine qualification for each of the finals. In the event 
of teams finishing on equal points, we will first look at total points scored, secondly at points difference, thirdly points conceded, followed by # 
of tries scored, followed by # of conversions (if applicable), followed by any head to head result, and finally coin toss.

One
No scrums 

No
Considered as touch

2-handed touch (play-on if only 1-hand)
Defenders to retreat 3m from where the touch 

was made 
Play resumes from where the touch was made

6 touches then handover

3

Placed kicks at halfway, opposition back 5m 
Ball has to travel 5m;

 If ball goes dead from kick-off, tap restart on 
halfway; Scoring team kicks off

1 handed
Defenders to retreat 5m from where the touch was made 

Play resumes from where the touch was made
6 touches then handover

             SCC Rugby Academy's The Fry Group 7s and Touch Tournament 2017

Player Numbers 7
7 subs

All games will be 7 minutes with no half time.  
Finals 10 mins with no half time 

 8 Subs
6

 Games and finals will be 15 mins with 
no half time

Turn over

1/2 Field1/4 Field

In addition to the coach on field, a maximum of two further coaches should remain within the marked coaching area and adhere to JRCS 
guidelines on behaviour at all times.

N/A

Substitutions may be made during breaks in play as advised by the referee. Rolling subs allowed.

A neutral referee will be appointed for all U5 and U8 games, but in the event that the appointed referee is not available, then the teams will 
need to field a referee agreed by mutual consent or coin toss.

As much as possible the tournament organisers will seek to accommodate delays due to unforeseen circumstances (i.e. bad weather) in order to 
complete the order of play, however, in the event of prolonged delays the Tournament Director has discretion to abandon an age group 
competition to allow commencement of subsequent age groups. In this event the Tournament Director will have sole discretion in determining 
pool placings, taking games played and other factors into account.

If a game is forfeited, a score of 15-0 will be applied

The first team to score takes the win
If there is no score, the win is decided on a coin toss

No injury time will be played

No
N/A

Win = 4, Draw = 2, Loss =1, No Show/walkover = 0


